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The Oasis philosophy is centred on the simple objective of sustainably growing the 
real wealth of our clients over the long term. We do this by making investments 
which are able to generate a competitive return through the economic cycle, 
maximising long term growth potential while carefully guarding against downside 
risk. That being said, an investment into the real economy will always be subject 
to market conditions, as seen during the years of 2000 to 2007, when South 
Africa’s robust economic growth rate drove strong gains in the stock market. In the 
2011 to 2016 years, market returns have been less buoyant, as growth has softened 
due to a variety of factors. Uncertainty around the long term outlook has also 
generated excess volatility in stock prices, and many investors have felt nervous 
about sticking to the principles of diversi�cation and value-based investing. 

In our view, this approach is misguided. In fact, becoming fearful when markets 
have come under pressure can have a devastating impact on your wealth. As 
market declines send herd investors into speculative selling, we often �nd that 
even high quality companies are priced at attractive valuations, providing investors 
with the best opportunity for real wealth creation. 

This principle of long term investing can be compared to the challenge of farming 
in a sustainable and pro�table way. A farmer wishing to produce fruit should not 
plant a mature tree into the ground, as the tree will be close to the end of its life 
cycle and is unlikely to grow his real wealth over time. Rather, the farmer should 
purchase seeds which can be carefully planted in the soil, so that with time and 
patience, his investment will grow into many trees ready for harvest each year. In 
this way, the farmer bene�ts from a growing source of new seeds which can be 
used to expand his farm as the years go by, reinvesting the pro�ts into a 
sustainable, perpetual and compounding source of income and wealth. 

While this farmer’s good sense is clear to see, his success does not come overnight. 
Over the years it may even seem as if he has chosen the more dif�cult path. His 
neighbours may have bought a fully mature tree in the meantime, so that it initially 
appears as if they are on more fertile land. As we now know, this short term success 
is super�cial, as the farmer’s neighbours will have bought a tree at great expense, 

with weaker growth prospects. By contrast, the farmer who was willing to take a long 
term view will with time bene�t from substantial growth in his wealth, by purchasing 
seeds with great potential, and planting them with the utmost care and patience. 

In a very similar manner, there are times when the portfolio of a long term, disciplined, 
and fundamentals-based investor will underperform the market, as money �ows into 
fashionable investments with strong price momentum. During these periods, investor 
sentiment can become severely detached from underlying prospects, as speculators 
convince themselves that prices can only go up. This kind of market behaviour was 
clearly demonstrated in the years leading up to the technology bubble of 2001 and the 
global �nancial crisis of 2008, during which many were enticed by feelings of greed to 
ride the wave of irrational exuberance.  

Those investors who remained steadfast in their pursuit of sustainable and long term 
real wealth creation would have underperformed market indices during the months 
before the fall, inviting criticism from others who bene�ted from short term gains. 
However in the years and decades which follow, those investors who remained patient, 
unemotional, and disciplined in the pursuit of real value have given themselves the 
best chance to consistently beat in�ation and improve their standard of living.

Over this past month, Oasis entered into a partnership with the University of Cape 
Town by providing R10 Million to ensure  that over the next �ve years funding is 
provided to deserving students who require �nancial assistance for their tertiary 
studies.  Oasis funds will be channelled towards undergraduate as well as postgraduate 
degrees with the objective of ensuring that quali�ed and debt free graduates enter the 
employment market and are able to actively participate in the economy. With the 
current challenges within the education environment, our response has been to 
deepen our commitment towards assisting students, who now more than ever, need 
leadership  and guidance from the collective structures and stakeholders within our 
society to stand behind them and ensure progress and development. 

As 2016 draws to a close and with the December holiday’s on the horizon, we take this 
opportunity to wish you and your loved ones a wonderful and peaceful season ahead. 
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Investing for the long term: Planting the seeds of sustainable growth

Pictured at the partnership meeting with Oasis Executive, is the Vice Chancellor of UCT,
Dr. Max Price and the Deputy Vice Chancellor, Prof. Anwar Mall.

Dr. Russell Ally of UCT’s Alumni Funding and Development Department
recieves a cheque for R10 Million from Oasis

% 2000-2007 2011-2016
Population growth 1.2 1.6

Productivity growth 3.1 0.2

Price inflation 7.7 5.8

Total economic growth* 12.3 7.7
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